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ABSTRACT
We address the partially occluded object detection problem
by implementing a model which includes latent visibility flags
that are attached to cells and parts of a Deformable Part Model
(DPM) [1]. A visibility flag indicates whether an image portion is part of a pedestrian or part of an occluder. To compute the visibility flags and the score of the detector simultaneously, we maximize a concave objective function that is
composed of the following four parts: (1) the detection scores
of visible cells and parts, (2) a cell-to-cell consistency term
which encourages neighboring cells to have the same visibility flags, (3) a cell-to-part consistency term which encourages
compatible labeling among overlapping cells and parts, and
(4) a penalty term for cells and parts that are labeled as occluded. The maximization of the concave objective function
is done using the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM). By removing scores of occluded cells and parts
from the final detection score we significantly improve detection performance on partially occluded pedestrians. In experiments we show that our system outperforms the standard
DPM and other state-of-art methods on a benchmark database
of partially occluded pedestrians.
Index Terms— Partially Occluded Object Detection, Deformable Part Models, ADMM
1. INTRODUCTION
The deployment of vision-based driver assistance systems in
mass produced cars has been a major driving force behind
computer vision research on object detection and recognition.
Even though commercial systems for traffic participant detection exist, e.g. Mobileye, their inability to handle partial
occlusions significantly limits their applicability. Developing
detection algorithms that are robust against partial occlusions
remains an active area of research with high impact on future
technology for advanced driver assistance systems.
Despite the significant effort that has been put on developing robust object detection systems, most of the generic object
detectors developed to date [2, 1, 3] expect that the objects are
fully visible in the scene. Even for small partial occlusions the
performance of these systems drops dramatically [4].
Another important challenge for object detection is shape
variations. Non-rigid models [5, 6, 7, 1] address this issue

Fig. 1: Consistency graph: Root cells are represented by the
squares on the image, and parts are drawn above. Edges that
are represented by orange lines indicate the cell-to-cell consistency while yellow lines indicate the cell-to-part consistency.
by allowing the parts of an object deviate from their expected
positions unlike a rigid holistic approach [2, 8]. Discriminatively trained deformable part models (DPM)[1] increased the
popularity of non-rigid approaches. These models contain a
root detector which operates on a coarse scale and a set of
part detectors operating at a finer scale. Since all detectors
are linear SVM classifiers, they are referred to as “filters”.
Based on the deformable part model (DPM), we propose a
novel model which contains binary visibility flags to indicate
if a root-cell or a parts is occluded or visible. The basic idea
is to detect occluded cells and parts and remove their contributions to the detection score. Our model tries to find a
visibility configuration that maximizes the detection score by
neglecting the contribution of occluded regions. We also use
prior knowledge about the properties of occlusions typically
found in images of pedestrians in urban scenes: (1) partial
occlusions occur more often on the lower body of a pedestrian than on the upper body [4] and (2) occluded pixels tend
to be spatially clustered and form connected regions. To account for the first property, we introduce a penalty term that
encourages a solution with occlusions at the bottom of the
detection window. For the second property, we introduce a
consistency term which is applied to the visibility flags of
neighboring cells. Visibility configurations in which neighboring cells share the same visibility flags are preferred over
solutions in which they disagree. The proposed model also

favors a solution where parts and the cell of the root filter
have consistent visibility flags wherever they overlap. To find
the visibility maps, we solve a concave optimization problem
enforcing the requirements listed above.
2. RELATED WORK

are the width and height of the detection window in terms of
cells, and similarly wp and hp are the width and height of the
detector for the part p.
Given a detection window at position x with scale s, the
contribution of the root filter is computed as

Occlusion handling has been a prime research area for computer vision community. To improve the robustness of a
HOG-based detector against occlusions, Wang et al. [9] decide the visibility of a cell by thresholding the linear classifier
response to HoG features. Similarly, Vedaldi and Zisserman
[10] propose to use binary variables to determine whether a
cell is occluded, but their approach is limited to occlusions
due to truncation of objects at image borders. Following the
steps of [10], Gao et al. [11] employ a structural SVM to
learn cell-level visibility models. However, their model needs
to be trained on features of both the occluded and occlude
object classes. This might increase the complexity of the
training stage since an occluder object can be anything.
Instead of using a holistic detector, the approaches proposed in [12, 13, 14, 15] construct a part-based detectors and
associate a hidden visibility variable to each part detector.
Ouyang et al. [12] use a discriminative deep network to learn
the visibility relationships on a hierarchical part model and infer the visibility configuration using the correspondent backpropagation network. Niknejad et. al [13] construct a conditional random field (CRF) to achieve the same task. Unlike
these methods, our approach identifies occlusion patterns at a
finer cell level. Similarly, [16, 17] identify the occlusions on
close up shots of faces by inferring the visibility of the parts
on a hierarchical deformable part model.
The depth from stereo vision is another cue to handle
occlusions. Baumgartner et al. [18] separate occluded and
occluder objects by projecting their 3D point clouds to the
ground plane. Enzweiler et al. [19] train a set of part-based
expert classifiers on features extracted from intensity values,
optical flow vectors and depth estimates. They also infer the
degree of visibility by examining discontinuities in motion
and depth. Unlike these methods, our approach uses only a
single image from a single camera.
Another approach to occlusion handling is to train a set
of occlusion-specific classifiers. The main drawback of this
approach is that the test time grows linearly with the size of
the classifier set. Mathias et al. [20] show that a sub-linear
cost-growth can be achieved using Franken-classifiers. Yet
another approach is to learn models including the occluder
classes. Tang et al. [21] train a double-person detector to
handle pedestrian-to-pedestrian occlusions.

R(x, s) = F0T · H(x, s) + b0 .

where H(x, s) ∈ Rw0 ×h0 ×d is the concatenation of the HOG
features that are computed on the cells. Since this is a linear
operation, we can decompose the root detector response to
cell level responses and rewrite the root detector scores as
R0 (x, s) =

C
C
X
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(F0 ) · H c (x, s) + bc0 ) =
R0c (x, s).
c=1

c=1

P (2)
where C = w0 × h0 is the number of cells and b0 = c bc0 .
Also, F0c ∈ Rd and H c (x, s) ∈ Rd . To decompose b0 , we
follow the lines of [9].
Unlike the root detector score, computation of the scores
for each part requires a search where deviation from the expected location is penalized proportional to the amount of the
deviation. The response of each part detector is computed as

Rp (x, s) = max FpT · H p (x + dx, s) + bp − (δp )T · φ(dx) ,
dx∈X

(3)
where X ⊂ Z2 is the search neighborhood around the expected position of the part p, and φ(dx) = [dx1 , dx21 , dx2 , dx22 ]T .
The final score for the detection window combines the responses from the root and the part detectors:
R(x, s) =

C
X

R0c (x, s) +

c=1

A linear deformable part model, trained following the steps of
[1], consists of a root filter F0 ∈ Rw0 ×h0 ×d , its bias term b0 , a
set of part filters Fp ∈ Rwp ×hp ×d , p = 1 . . . P , the associated
bias terms {bp }P
p=1 and deformation coefficients δp . Here, d
is the number of HOG features computed in a cell, w0 and h0

P
X

Rp (x, s).

(4)
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When an object is partially occluded, root and part filters
in the occluded regions may produce negative responses that
mislead the detector and prevent it from recognizing the target
object. Ideally, the occluded regions should not contribute to
the overall detection score. Therefore, we propose to attach a
visibility flag to each root-cell and part which takes the value
0 if the associated component is occluded or 1 otherwise. This
helps us to aggregate scores only if they are computed on the
visible regions of the object, not on the occluders.
To find out which cells and parts are visible, we solve an
optimization problem that maximizes the detection score:
vb0 , {vbp }P
p=1 = arg max

v0 ,{vp }

3. MODEL
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where v0 = [v00 . . . v0C ]T and {v p }P
p=1 are root cell and part
visibility flags. Note that we omit the parameters x, s for
simplicity as in this section, we focus on a single detection
window. Note that this problem can be solved simply by assigning 0 to the visibility flag if the corresponding detector

response is less than 0, and 1 otherwise. However, the likelihood of a region to be occluded is not evenly distributed over
the detection window. For example, pedestrians are typically
occluded from below in traffic scenes, [4]. To encourage that
the visibility map estimate follows this statistic, we introduce
two penalty terms
Rocc =

max
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(a) input (b) initialization
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[Rp vp − βλp (1 − vp )] (6)
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where λc0 and λp are the penalties to be paid for neglecting the
detector responses of the cell c and part p, respectively and α
and β are the weights of the penalty terms. Rocc is the new
detection score that we propose to handle partial occlusions.
Note that DPM is a special case of our model when all root
cells and parts are marked as visible.
Since occlusions usually happen on continuous parts of
an object, it is likely that a root-cell and its neighbors shares
the same visibility flag. Furthermore, it is also likely that a
part and the root cells which overlap with it would share the
same visibility flag. To be able to estimate visibility configurations following these expectations, we add two new terms to
Eq. (6) which are called: cell-to-cell consistency and part-tocell consistency. With these final additions, the optimization
problem takes the following form,

(c) first iteration

(d) third iteration

Fig. 2: The visibility map estimates: (a) Input image (b)
The initialization passed to ADMM: To acquire this map, we
threshold the cell-level and part-level detector responses at
0. Red and green indicate the variables with values 0 and 1,
respectively. (c) The binarized visibility estimate at first iteration. (d) The solution at convergence (third iteration).
4.2. Estimation of Visibility Flags

Since the number of detection windows in an image is large,
estimating the visibility flags for all detection windows will
be time consuming. Thus, we first run the DPM detector and
pick the top 10% of the detection windows as candidates.
Then, we use Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
(ADMM) [22] to speed up the solution of the optimization
problem in Eq. (7). To be able to apply ADMM, we relax this
problem by removing the integer constraints.
To simplify the notation, let q = [v00 . . . v0C v1 . . . vP ]T be
a column vector that groups the visibility flags together and
ω = [(R00 + αλ00 ) . . . (R0C + αλC
0 ) (R1 + βλ1 ) . . . (RP +
T
βλ
)]
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into a matrix form,
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stack them into D = [(D ) (D ) ] . In the ADMM form,
ci ∼cj
ci ≈pj
the problem in Eq. (7) can be written as
(7)
where ci ∼ cj denotes that ci and cj are adjacent cells, ci ≈
pj denotes that the cell ci and the part pj overlaps and γ is
the regularization parameter. Fig. 1 depicts the cell-cell adjacency and cell-part overlap relations.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1. Occlusion Penalty
Dollar et al. [4] observe that the lower part of a pedestrian
would be occluded more often than the upper parts in a citydriving scenario. To have visibility flag configurations approximating these statistics, we set penalties at bottom parts
of the detection window lower than the penalties at upper
parts. The penalties are modeled with a sigmoid function as
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where hc is the height of the cell c from the bottom of the detection window and τ controls the steepness. λp is computed
in the same way.

minimize

−ω T q + λkz1 k1 + J[0,1] (z2 )

subject to Dq = z1 , q = z2 , q ∈ [0, 1]C+P ,
where k · k1 is the l1 -norm, J[0,1] (·) is the indicator function
which maps the input value that is between 0 and 1 to 0 and
any other value to ∞. We form the augmented Lagrangian as
L(ω, z1 , z2 , u1 , u2 )

= −ω T q + λkz1 k1 + J[0,1] (z2 )
ρ1
kDq − z1 + u1 k22
+
2
ρ2
+
kq − z2 + u2 k22 ,
(9)
2

where ρ1 > 0, ρ2 > 0 are penalty parameters. In our experiments, we allowed ADMM to converge at most in 20 iterations. If it does not converge by then, we use the q estimate of
the last iteration. To initialize q, we threshold the detector responses [R00 . . . R0C R1 . . . RP ]T , Fig. 2. The elements of the
final q estimate are projected onto {0, 1} to estimate visibility
flags. Fig. 2 depicts the visibility map estimates.

Fig. 4: Quantitative results on Daimler Multi-Cue Occluded
Pedestrian Classification benchmark: (left) Partially occluded
pedestrian set and (right) Visible (non-occluded) pedestrian
set. The performance of each method is listed at 0.1 falsepositive rate.

Fig. 3: Visibility map estimates (low/medium/high level occlusions): (first column) The input image. (second and
third column) The filter response of root cells and the parts:
The plus and minus signs indicate the positive and negative detector responses and the color (varies from blue(low)
to red(high)) represents the magnitude of the response.
(forth and fifth column) the visibility flags (red:occluded,
green:visible) of root cells and parts.
5. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed approach is tested on the Daimler Multi-Cue
Occluded Pedestrian Classification benchmark [19]. The
training and test set contain non-occluded and partially occluded pedestrian images with resolution of 48 × 96 pixels.
The negative set is picked from examples that pose a difficulty
to a shape based pedestrian detector. We choose Daimler
dataset because it has a large variety of examples of partially
occluded pedestrians with (parked) cars or infrastructure
nearby as occluders. Most of the relevant examples in ETH
dataset [23] and Caltech Pedestrian Detection Benchmark [4]
are pedestrian-pedestrian occlusions where a multi-pedestrian
detector [24] would perform well. However, these examples
are not a big challenge for a driver assistance system or a
self-driving car since these systems already take action when
they detect the occluder pedestrian which is fully visible in
most of the cases and physically closer to the vehicle. A real
challenge is, for example, detecting a pedestrian as early as
possible before he/she rushes to the road from the behind of a
parked car.

We used an existing object model previously trained on
the INRIA person dataset [2] for experiments. However, we
still need to learn the model parameters such as α, β, γ, ρ1
and ρ2 . Since the Daimler dataset only provides partially occluded pedestrian images on the test set, we built up a synthetic training set. To generate occluded pedestrian examples, we picked “cars” as the occluder object type since it
is a common situation in urban traffic scenarios. The whole
synthetic data set contains 2000 positive examples and 3000
negative examples. The optimal parameters are found with a
grid search over the parameter space. To reduce the search
space, we assumed that ρ1 = ρ2 . Fig. 3 depicts the accuracy of the visibility map estimation on example images from
Daimler dataset. Even though the individual cell and part responses would be misleading to determine whether a region is
occluded, the combination of both supported by consistency
and occlusion penalty terms leads to the robust estimation of
the visibility maps even the spatial support for the pedestrian
is small, Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 shows that our approach outperforms the baseline method, DPM, significantly on Daimler dataset in case
the pedestrians are occluded. The difference is approximately
34% at 0.1 false-positive rate. We also compare our approach
quantitatively against [19, 12, 9]. Even though the dataset
provides optical flow and stereo depth estimates for test images, to have a fair comparison, the results in Fig. 4 rely only
on intensity images. Our approach performs superior to existing methods on the occluded pedestrian subset and gets comparable results on the non-occluded pedestrian subset, Fig. 4.
6. CONCLUSION
We propose a method that detects the partially occluded
pedestrians by determining the visible parts of the object.
Once the visibility flags are determined by solving Eq. (7),
the responses from occluded regions are suppressed at computation of the detection score. Experimental results shows
that the proposed method significantly outperforms the baseline approach and the existing methods on partially occluded
pedestrian images from the Daimler Multi-Cue Occluded
Pedestrian Classification benchmark [19], and performs com-

parably on the images that contain fully visible pedestrians.
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